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Recording Secretary's Report 

Motions passed since last report 

The Board's most recent meeting was held by teleconfer
ence. Hopefully everyone has read the note from the 
Board to members about the decision to delay voting on 
the logo contest, to give members a chance to discuss 
contest procedures more fully at the Annual Meeting in 
Bardstown. The Board is hopeful that whatever comes 
out of that discussion will allow the contest to move for
ward and result in a great new logo for PCA. 

MOTION 03-09-36 I, NANCY KELLY, MOVE that voting 
on the logo contest be suspended, pending discussion at 
the Annual Meeting in Bardstown regarding various is
sues raised by the membership. SECOND Penny John
son. All present voted in favor. Motion Passed. 

Once again, Joe Merchant is teaming up with a local club 
to offer a PCA-sponsored all-breed agility trial in Ohio. 
They have a great track record of holding well-run trials 
and earning money for both clubs. 

Motion 03-09-37 I, SANDRA SCHICKEDANZ, MOVE 
that the PCA approve Joe Merchant's proposal that PCA 
sponsor an all-breed Agility Trial during the month of 
March, 2004, with the Wild Weavers of Ohio, LTD as the 
superintendent and working the trial. Joe will keep PCA's 
Agility Chair informed about the trial. SECOND Jim 
Moen. All present voted in favor. Motion Passed . 

The same group that has put on Supported Entries at the 
March Tullahoma KC show over the last two years would 
like to have a one-day supported entry at that show in 
March, 2004. 

Motion 03-09-38 I, PENNY JOHNSON, MOVE that PCA 
support the Puli entry at the Tullahoma KC Saturday 
show in March, 2004, in Franklin, Tennessee, with a fund
ing advance of $200. SECOND Deb Stadelman. All pre
sent voted in favor. Motion Passed. 

ANNUAL AWARDS NOTICE 

This is a call for all Best In Show and High In Trial 
awards earned by pulis this past year. These will be 
awarded at the annual banquet and are for wins 
published in the September 2002 through August 
2003 AKC awards publication. Please include the 
dog's name, owners and the date and name of the 
show giving club. Also, I finally got the unclaimed 
title and top 10 awards from last year mailed out a 
while back. If you feel you were entitled to one and 
haven't received it, please contact me. 
Anita Ritenour 
Awards Coordinator 
ari@lightpseed.net 

Membership Report 

Applications for membership to PCA have been re
ceived from the following: 

Bruce & Linda Fine, 600 Valley Rd Suite A, Wayne, NJ 
07470: 973-633-5440: DocBFine@ad.com: Bruce is in 
Dentistry. They own one Puli they plan to breed and 
show. They are sponsored by Ron and Vicki McEntyre. 
They have signed the Guidelines. 

Emily Geisler, 1 O Cherry Street, Springboro, OH 45066: 
937-748-0633: purekaos101@yahoo.com: Emily is a 
student and wants to be a Junior member. She owns 1 
Puli she shows and intends to breed in the future. She is 
sponsored by Michael Rohe and Joe Merchant. She has 
signed the Guidelines. 

Caroline Bansal, 2700 Redington Road, Hellertown, PA 
08055: 610-258-4758: captmd@aol.com: Caroline is a 
chemical engineer. She owns one Puli she intends to 
breed and show. She is sponsored by Ron and Vicki 
McEntyre. She has signed the Guidelines. 

Jeff & Mary Charnes, 8088 Gould Rd, Eden Prairie, MN 
55347: 952-934-5655: jcharnes@busnet-inc.com: Jeff is a 
computer consultant, May is a clinical analyst. They own 
1 Puli they show and plan to breed. They are sponsored 
by Renee Seymer and Steve Hall. They have signed the 
Guidelines. 

All applicants agree to abide by the Puli Club of 
America By-Laws, Constitution, and the rules of the 
AKC. If you have any comments on these applicant 
please notify the Membership Chair, Pat Giancaterino 
within 30 days of publication. 

The Photo contest has been withdrawn and 
reformatted into a Puli photo exhibition at 
the Specialty. This means that your favorite 
Puli photos need only to be matted with your 
name, email address and photographic 
category attached. Mail them to Melinda 
Peters by no later than October first (4770 
Bonvue Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90027); 
Don't forget to include $10.00 for each entry 
OR bring the fee with you to the Specialty 
and give itto Melinda. The categories re
main: working Pulis, Pulis with their people, 
Pulis with children, Puli puppies, Puli por
traits and Puli humor. Funds raised from the 
former contest (now exhibit) will support 
PULi RESCUE! 

I 
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IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS! 

2003 NATIONAL SPECIAL TY SHIRTS 

Screen print order taken until October 10 
After that date, embroidered hats, polo & denim shirts available only 

Screened-in-black t-shirts -50/50 Cotton/Polyester; Sizes S - 3X; $15. Shirts comes in: l\latural, White, Birch, 
Oxford, Khaki, Stone, Burnt Orange, Burgundy, Cyber Pink, Classic Pink, Purple, Forest Green, Kelly Green, 
Periblue, Jade, Light Blue, Yellow, Red, Royal, Turquoise. (Black Puli will be used unless White is specified) 

Collared Polo Price $27.50 6.8 oz 100% Cotton Sizes S - 3X; Colors White, Birch, Black, Maroon, Sports 
Gray, Navy, Red, Royal, Pistachio. 

Blue Denim Shirts -$35; 100% Cotton Sizes S-3X-Long / Short Sleeves 

Hats: $18.00; Khaki w/Black bill, l\latural, White, or Red. 

Make checks out to PCA SPECIAL TY and mail to: 
Marla Williams 

105 River Road South 
Steamboat Rock, IA 506 72 

641-868-2263 or E-mail marlawilliams@unitedsuppliers.com 

PULi CLUB 
OF 

AMERICA 
,J~j 

l ________ s_cri_e_en- or_e~b~o-id_e_re_d print which appears on hats and shirts 



CH-. SCH-ICKSDANZ'S FLYIN' WICKST, CDX, H-5T, cc;c 

"WICKST" 

January 12, 1989-August 15, 2003 

Fond memories can only in time 
Repair the emptiness I am now 

Feeling in my head. 
My companion my best friend 
Now forever with me in spirit 

Until we meet again . 
.. . .. .Your mom 

(Sandy Schickedanz) 

Helen Keller said it best: 
"What we have enjoyed we can never lose, 

All that we deeply love becomes a part of us. " 



PCA Members, 

If you haven't already mailed your ballot for the PCA logo contest, please don't mail it in. In re
sponse to issues and requests from members, the Board has asked that balloting be suspended to 
give the membership a chance to discuss various concerns with contest procedures at the Annual 
Meeting in Bardstown. 

As you know, the logo contest was proposed by members at last year's Annual Meeting in St. Louis, 
where a motion was passed by the membership authorizing a contest to be set up. The contest or
ganizers, Melinda Peters and Susi Szeremy, have done a great job of getting this going. They did 
run the suggested contest rules by the Board, and the Board regrets not having suggested a few 
changes that might have addressed the concerns now being expressed. Melinda and Susi did not 
participate in this decision to delay voting pending membership discussion at Bardstown. 

If the membership decides to make any changes to the contest, we would expect the contest to re
sume shortly thereafter, and we look forward to seeing a great new PCA logo soon. 

DID YOU KNOW THAT PULi NEWS ACCEPTS ADVERTISING? 

• Did you know that each issue of PULi NEWS becomes part of the AKC library where visitors can peruse 
current and past issues? Your ad in PN becomes a part of document history and also helps PN financially. 

• Did you know that PULi NEWS exchanges newsletters with other Pull and/or Hungarian breed newsletters all 
over the world? Advertise a new litter, stud services, a particularly nice win, or just about anything else of 
interest to the Pull community. 

• Did you know that by the time Puli News has been in circulation for a year, every man, woman, child AND 
show judge on the planet has read it at least once? Hey, it could happen. 

Details: full and half page ad space is offered. Send in your ad and we can size it to fit. 
Only camera-ready ads can be accepted. Ads and photographs may be submitted electronically or via 
regular mail, but both must be submitted ready for printing in the way you want it to look in PN. 
Material is subject to editorial discretion; in keeping with AKC policy, the term "Best in Show" should be used 
only in reference to all-breed AKC wins. Any reference to a title or win not attained under an AKC sanctioned 
event or not in the USA must be qualified by country or point system used. Copy claims should be statements 
of fact. 
Rates: $40 full page includes 1 photograph; $20 half page includes 1 photograph. Each additional photograph 
is $7.00. Only PCA members may advertise at non-commercial rates. For commercial ad rates, contact editor. 

New Arrivals 

Ch. Offthewall lvalotta Attitude; "Atty" whelped 2 males and 3 females on 
Sept 1, 03. Sire Praydain Undaunted. Breeders Joe Merchant and Bruce 
Ames. Email OhioPuli@aoi.com. 

PLANNET PARENTHOOD 

Ch. Wallbanger Ocoee Shugg Avery; (OFA Good); Due Sept. 7, 2003. 
Sire Ch. Wallbanger Accordingly OOVI ('Jimmy') (OFA 52F); Breeder: 
Franklin Ford, 415 S. Champion Ave. Columbus Ohio 43205 614-253-7025 
frank@puiidog.com. 
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PULi NEWS photographs of Pulik, 
especially more pictures of white 
and silver dogs of various ages. We 
also need drawings and sketches of 
Pulis that will be used for future 
membership directory covers, fillers 
and graphics for PULi NEWS. The 
neighborhood Beagle has gotten an 
agent in anticipation of his debut as 
a Puli News cover dog if we don't 
get more Puli pictures.. All photo
graphs will be returned. 



PCA Agility in Ohio: Summer 
2003 

The Puli Club of America held its second 
annual all-breed agility trials at Civic Park " 
in Reynoldsburg, Ohio, June 20-22, 2003. 
This year there was a 3rd day added to the 
2 we did last year. Friday's trial offered 
excellent classes only. 

The site is great, and fortunately we did 
not get the rain that has hovered over 
this area most of the summer. It was 
warm and sunny-good days for agility. 
Like last year, only 2 puli teams were _-
present: Rover & Joe Merchant and .. . 
Bounce & I. Rover and Bounce worked 
hard to represent the breed. We would · •-.. 
love to see more pulis come next year! -1' • 

The trials were put together again by the 
Trial Chaim,an (Joe Merchant), Trial Superin
tendent (Wild Weavers of Ohio}, Trial Coordinator (Susan 
Crank} and Trial Secretary (Amy Suggars}. The Trial 
Committee consisted of Bruce Ames, Barb Bollens, Jodell 
Grandey, Joe Merchant, Susie Thomas, and Walt W. Wil
cox. The judges were Penny Winegartner from Texas and 
June Ebert from Florida. Everything ran very smoothly 
again this year, and we owe another big thank you to the 
Wild Weavers for all their hard work! 

There were 1216 runs completed, and our profit this year 
was $2,335.90. 

Thank you once again, Wild Weavers of Ohio! 

Submitted by Jodell Grandey 
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PUPPY ASSESSMENT 
By Tom Motter 

First, much thanks to all those of you who phoned me 
with your kind words of encouragement. It's nice to re
ceive the kind of feedback that lets me know I'm at least 
on the right track! Hopefully, some of you will be able to 
find the time to take issue with me- or at least add your 
thoughts on various issues covered in this column in writ
ten form; Send your feedback via email (tmotterksj@msn. 
com) so that we can begin to generate a real dialogue 
serving as a forum for clarification, confirmation, and, who 
knows, maybe even consensus on some of the grayer ar
eas in our fancy that are so important to a successful 
breeding program. In this issue of Puli News, we will be
gin the exploration and discussion of Temperament As
sessment in the Puli Puppy; 

The term temperament, as it will be used hereafter, will 
not imply aptitude or intellectual capacity but rather, the 
way a Puli puppy reacts to and interacts within the dy
namic ranges in its environment-how it behaves when 
presented with various stimuli in this environment as well 
as why, whenever possible; I'll discuss the characteristics 
associated with those behaviors that we can identify and 
use to make a decision as to appropriateness and desir
ability for the show ring. 

Before I launch into this exercise, let me point out that I'm 
not alone in my belief that TEMPERAMENT in any puppy 
assessment is the #1 consideration for the purpose of 
success in working as well as success in the conforma
tion ring. I use the word working here because herding 
sheep and free-stacking in the hot sun after a long plane 
ride surrounded by strangers and unfamiliar noises (no 
matter how enjoyable to Puli and master), both require 
physical effort, focus and concentration. They are, there
fore, hard work. And, believe it or not, there are actually 
some recognized "experts" with real credentials and eve
rything who agree! Here's what a few of them have had 
to say about the subject: 

"Simply put, you can have the most talented puppy in the 
world, with an abundance of natural drive and instinct, but 
if he has no desire to please you and work with you, 
you've got nothing" . .. Dorothy Harrison Eustice, Fortu
nate Fields Kennels, early 1900's. Developer of the first 
recognized form of temperament testing. Ref. Working 
~ 1934, by Humphrey & Warner. 

"It doesn't matter how much talent a dog has-if he does
n't want to work with you, he won't do you any good." ... 
Patrick Shannahan, Winner of the United States Border 
Collie Handler's Association and American Border Collie 
Association national championships of 1994. 

"Breeders and trainers must be able to evaluate a dog 
and make objective decisions about the traits and charac-
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teristics they feel are essential, non-essential or downright 
detrimental to success in a competitive or working envi
ronment 
Wendy Vo/hard, 1970's, cerdeveloper of the Puppy Apti
tude Test (PAT) 

And last but not least: 

"One of the most important factors, of course, is the tem
perament." ... 

Les Benis, 1976, 
This Is the Puli 

Now, to work ... 

According to a review of behavioral science literature, 
there are two categories of behavioral traits--Heritable 
and Inheritable. 

Heritable traits are a result of thousands of years of evolu
tion and reside in the oldest part of the brain. They are 
not viewed as transmutable or changeable through inter
vention of any kind. In many cases, especially in animals, 
these behaviors are referred to and explained away as 
Instinctive. In the dog fancy, these characteristics are 
usually enumerated in the individual breed's AKC Stan
dard. In the case of the Puli, we find words like vigorous, 
alert, extremely active, affectionate, home-loving, sensibly 
suspicious, lively, nimble, intelligent, undemanding and 
aggressive. These are the behavior building bl?Cks t~at 
are included with every Puli Puppy that God ships. Did I 
include the word aggressive? Yes, I did! I believe the first 
three words in the characteristics list above specified, im
ply aggressiveness, and, if we will recall Les Benis' man
tra that form follows function and apply it to temperament, 
not just exclusively to structure and movement, one can 
make a case that "aggressive" is a frt and makes perfect 
sense. In other words, it sums up and consolidates, 
"vigorous, alert, and extremely active". Aggressive good, 
not aggressive bad. Now I'm not suggesting an amend
ment to the Breed Standard for heaven's sake. I'm simply 
trying to make it easier to illustrate and explain 
"Heritable"traits in the Puli that are visibly manifest in their 
behavior patterns consistently whether performing the 
task of herding stock for which they were originally bred 
or in the show ring, the obedience ring, the agility ring or 
the bath tub ring. So, don't panic .. . yet. And "Yes", this is 
all in an effort to get at an assessment protocol for consis
tently successful Puli puppy selection from our litters for 
the conformation ring. 

Remember how the Puli herds sheep? Not like other 
breeds. He works alone, or if lucky, with another Puli. He 
is often charged with the responsibility of 200 head of 
sheep. This is not unusual according to first-hand eyewit
ness accounts as related in the Benis book or as re
corded on 2,000 year old bones unearthed in ancient 
Scythia. This responsibility requires constant movement 
and working in close to the stock, nipping at heels, riding 
runaways back into the main flock body, bounding ov~? 3 
or 4 head of sheep at a time to reach the correct pos1t1on 



from which to initiate a bark that will have the desired ef
fect on the speed or direction of the flock. Facing down an 
unruly ram or ramming shoulders with a fight or flight re
sponding protective mother. This requires aggressiveness 
and I have yet to meet a Puli that does not have it. 

My wife and I have been fortunate enough to witness this 
heritable behavior trait in our own Pulik over the past 27 
years first-hand. From time to time we've raised sheep 
having had as few as 3 head here in Utah and as many 
as 19 head at one time on our place in California. After 
reading Les' book the first time, I must confess, I was 
skeptical about the stories included in it enumerating the 
Puli's seemingly cosmic prowess at single-handedly herd
ing large flocks of sheep. I thought "Well, this thing about 
the natural born instinct and prowess of the Puli to herd 
sheep is just great harmless mythology born of romantic 
Hungarian folklore-a cultural anomaly. It couldn't be true, 
at least not outside a Hollywood sound stage with plenty 
of George Lucas special effects ... could it? Then, one 
day, I don't know why, we were sitting around the house 
arguing about it (Jerry Ann never doubted) when it oc
curred to us: we had everything we needed right there to 
test this "heritable instinct" on our own home bred Puli, 
Szeles, whom we were specialing at the time. We literally 
jumped up from our seats. I grabbed the video camera, 
summoned Szeles and out we all went to the Barn/ Corral 
compound. There were 8 or 10 head of sheep milling 
around in an area 50 X 100 yards with a small stock barn 
at one end. Its doors were open. We put her down on 
the inside of the corral on the side away from the sheep 
and didn't tell her to do anything. She looked at the sheep 
for a few moments and then turned away from them. I 
smirked and a concerned look of dismay crept over my 
wife's face, as if she were anticipating a great life-altering 
disappointment in the making. 

I remember I was not expecting much but was anxious 
and excited to be able to resolve first-hand and, in my 
own mind, once and for all what really happens with a Puli 
''where the rubber meets the road" Could she herd any 
sheep to save her life without countless hours of work and 
practice at great expense? Minutes passed. Szeles 
(rhymes with relish) looked around the corral not seeming 
to notice the sheep or anything else in particular. Her pri
mary focus seemed to be on Jerry Ann and me-and try
ing to figure out what it was we were waiting for her to do. 
I remember, I made an off-hand sarcastic remark in a nor
mal tone of voice (for my wife's benefit, not the Puli's), 
that was in a complete sentence format, not a single 
word, command format. It was something to the effect of 
"Okay, Szeles, go over there and round up all those 
sheep and put them in the barn and be quick about it.· 
She sniffed the ground in the immediate vicinity and actu
ally tasted it. In an instant, her posture changed com
pletely. Suddenly, and without any real encouragement 
from either of us, she bolted from our feet and was across 
that arena and on those sheep (and I mean literally •on· 
them) in what seemed like the blink of an eye. 

Now none of these sheep were used to being herded. 
Five or six of them were nice, easy-going 80 to 90 pound 

Suffolks (light weight, refined, by nature, gentle "meat
sheep"). Two or three of them were big, heavy boned, 
wild and just nasty-by-nature Hampshires weighing about 
150 pounds each. These and other wool-bearing breeds 
have been bred, not just to be good wool producers, but 
to be big, tough and gnarly enough to survive on their 
own, unprotected from predators, on hundreds of square 
miles of open BLM range in the West U.S. The Suffolks 
bunched up right away and moved toward the middle of 
the yard but the Hampshires scattered. 

A Puli working sheep alone in a flying trot is poetry in mo
tion. To be a witness for the first time to a Puli chasing 
down a stray sheep on the dead run with it's tail in the air 
and cords flying off it like a banner being carried into bat
tle by the cavalry, is like a mystical experience and, I must 
confess, watching Szeles work those sheep for the first 
time that afternoon brought tears to my eyes. Even now, 
writing this and remembering it, I have a lump in my 
throat. 

But I digress. As the Hamps broke and ran, they tried to 
put the Suffolks between themselves and this pesky little 
nuissance. Without missing a stride, Szeles went right 
over the top of the Suffolk grouping. Did she fly? I don't 
remember that she laid a paw on any of their backs but I 
don't see how she could have avoided it. Everything was 
happening almost more quickly than my mind could proc
ess. She picked off one Hamp and went after its hind
quarters with her teeth using them only to pinch and 
cause serious discomfort without bloodshed while deftly 
avoiding its maelstrom of churning hooves. She kept this 
up almost the length of the corral-- the ewe running along 
the fence boards with Szeles carefully nipping at her rear 
while ramming her the whole way. Finally, that Hamp 
gave up and ran in panic for the cover and safety of the 
flock. One down, two to go. 
At the end furthest from the barn was a growth of chapar
ral about ten feet high and 15 feet in diameter that ani
mals confined to the corral could use for shade in the heat 
of the day, The other two Hamps now sought to put this 
obstacle between themselves and the crazy dog. Szeles 
initially attempted to chase them around the barrier but 
only for a brief few seconds. When she saw the effect the 
introduction of this variable was having on her round-up 
program, she immediately modified her strategy and in
corporated the brushy island to her advantage. Wrthout 
any hesitation, she somehow ran right up over the top of 
this huge growth of underbrush and landed squarely be
tween the two sheep startling them both to the point that, 
for a moment, they just froze like deer in the headlights. 
They both then broke in opposite directions. Szeles fol
lowed the one closest to the nearest comer and threw an 
oblique body block on it causing it to stumble and go 
down head-first into the comer post. The sheep came up 
bawling mad and flipped around only to find itself cor
nered and nose to nose in a stare down with the little 
black monster from hell. It then leaped over her like a 
deer and made a bee-line for the flock. When the last 
Hamp saw this and realized that it was next on the list as 
the little Puli turned and headed in her direction, she gave 
up and raced over to join the rest of the flock. 



For the first time, Szeles barked. She mo.,ed off from the 
flock about 8 to 1 O feet and went into a flying trot that, 
when combined with her long corded coat, gave the ap
pearance of a creature that was gliding and floating, un
fettered by the rules of gravity all-the-while barking com
mands when she would change direction or wanted the 
flock to move faster, slov,,,er or in a different direction. Be
fore we new it, all the sheep were in the barn and she 
was standing at the entrance holding them there looking 
at us as if to ask, "OK, this is what you said you wanted 
right? If this isn't what you meant, you're going to have to 
get a lot more specific!" Of course, I was astonished. 
Jerry Ann on the other hand, now had the smirk on her 
face and called our little Puli back over to us. Before quit
ting her post at the barn's entrance, Szeles gave the 
sheep one last, long, malevolent look punctuated at the 
end with one sharp bark, as ifto say, " ... and STAYtheref' 
She then turned in our direction and using a slov,,,er, short
ened-up style of abbreviated trot (the kind more often 
seen in the conformation ring and not useful for herding, 
and that doesn't really require the ability to center track 
and cover ground swiftly) arrived back at our feet. Her 
demeanor was that of someone who has just awakened 
from a trance. If she really could have spoken at that 
point, I imagine she might have said something like, 
"Gosh, please pardon me folks. I don't exactly know what 
just came CNer me!" Oh, and I did get this all on tape! It's 
been years but it's around somewhere. Some of you may 
recall, that we showed it at the reception Dee Rummel 
had for all the participants at the National Specialty in 
Wisconsin about 20 years ago. 

Szeles was a very tough, aggressive, "take no prisoners" 
Puli if you were a sheep and you crossed her. She could
n't help it. She was a product of a herding style nurtured 
and developed CNer thousands of years requiring, as an 
integral part of that style, a dog who could always be re
lied upon to behave, at once aggressively and fearlessly 
yet gently and without malice toward any creatures put 
into its charge. This then, is why aggressiveness is a 
heritable behavioral trait in the Puli Temperament. As far 
as a kids dog, or a dog for human companionship was 
concerned, she was the sweetest gentlest thing that ever 

lived-and I mean aggressively so! Oh, and from that day 
on until the day she died, Szeles tended the sheep. After 
I showed her the routine a few times, she didn't need or 
really want me around meddling with "her thing". It very 
quickly got to the point where I would give her her 
"marching orders" in the house. I'd then turn her outside 
on her own to go take them out to the pasture in the 
mornings and bring them back to the corral and put them 
away in the barn at nightfall. .. all by her lonesome. It was 
her proudest accomplishment. 

"There's something about a Puli." We've all said it and 
experienced it for years. It holds true to all of the Puli 
breed and therefore, whatever it is, it's an "heritable " trait. 
When your Puli comes and gets you and jumps up into 
your lap and pulls your arms with his arms and paws onto 
his head and grips you and licks your face, doesn't he/she 
just lick the daylights out of you? To the point that it tick
les someplace in your soul and, if gone unchecked, finally 
makes you laugh out loud? They're "aggressive" kissers; 
and show- offs and herders and bullies, and team players 
and clowns and sloths and cry-babies and so on. Isn't that 
one of the things that makes them so unique and different 
from all other dogs? Maybe, even the thing? I'm just 
throwing it out here for your consideration. I'm not saying 
it is or it isn't. I'm saying, I don't know. 

The heritable trait of aggression has always had a nega
tive connotation when linked with dogs in general be
cause we associate it with danger vis a vis mean and vi
cious unpredictable monsters that bite. This is really a 
shame and needn't be. The Puli's naturally aggressive 
nature is probably one of the primary reasons it has sur
vived and flourished for thousands of years. Combine this 
heritable aggression behavior trait with the inheritable be
havior traits of low self-confidence and fearfulness and 
you will probably get a dog that bites. Combine it with the 
inheritable behavior traits of gregariousness, eagerness-
to-please, self confidence, enthusiasm, a team-play incli
nation and, assuming all the curves and angles are there, 
I'll bet you'll find you've got the makings of a BIS puppy! 

NEXT TIME: Inherited Behavioral Traits and their Impact 
on Heritable traits 

CORRECTIONS, CHANGES, UPDATES 
• In the recent statistical issue of PN, the title of CH was errone

ously omitted from CH Prydain Inherit the Wind UD NA NAJ's 
registered name. 

• Please note that as of NCNember 1, 2003, BJ Stibler's new ad
dress will be: 1910 Glen Meadows Circle, Melbourne, FL 32935-
4719. 

• Les & Agnes Benis have a new e-mail address: lbenis@charter.net 
(that first character is the letter "L") 

• Pat Giancaterino's new e-mail address is: mitonkapu
lis@comcast.net 



LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION! 
By Rhonda-Lynn Di-Matteo 

I have been happy to appear in many theatrical produc
tions. My participation has included acting and directing, as 
well as various aspects of all phases of the production staff. 
A twist of fate has enabled me to combine my love of thea
tre with my love of dogs. 

When I was hired to direct the musical, Annie," I needed 
a dog to play the role of "Sandy." I decided to train my 
adopted Tibetan Terrier puppy, to fill the role. This was in 
1991 - the rest is history. I have been involved in numerous 
Annie productions while "Poppins," the Tibetan Terrier, has 
played "Sandy" for over 100 performances. 

As I become confident about the "Sandy" role being filled 
with rave reviews, it was time to expand the amount of dog 
involvement in the theatre. In January, I prepared "Bounce," 
a Polish Lowland Sheepdog puppy to play a stray dog and 
"Bumper," my champion Puli, to play the "star-to-be" com
panion in the "N.Y.C. musical number in the first act. So, 
both "Bounce" and "Bumper" made their theatrical stage 
debuts in the same production. 

"Poppins" had her usual flawless perfonnances while 
"Bounce" and "Bumper" proved to be true thespians, too. 
They added a richness to the production. After each per
fonnance, the cast met their public in the lobby of the thea
tre. All of the dogs attracted much attention and praise. The 
audience members were extremely curious about "Bumper" 
and his "braided" coat. I felt like I was conducting a Puli 
seminar after each shows: cords, not braids; a sheepdog 
from Hungary, blah blah blah. 

The cast members and the production staff were en
chanted by the "canine cast." "Bumper" loved his play 
sessions with the "orphans" while sharing a dressing 
room with them. So many children in the cast wanted to 
assist me I taking care of the dogs during the times they 
weren't on stage that I had to prepare a chart of times 
when each child was allowed to walk "Bumper" around 
the theatre department of Lafayette College. Without the 
creation of the time chart, a few of the cast members 
complained that others were "hogging" the Puli's time and 
were not 'sharing' him. 

I was an extremely proud stage mother as three of my 
"kids" were obedient and congenial. They took everything 
in stride like true professionals. The experience was ex
tremely fun. One of the most comical moments involved 
"Bumper" and his floor length cords. One of the orphans 
could not find her shoes for an orphanage scene. Luckily, 
right before the scene I found them. Apparently, Bumper's 
coat swept the shoes under him as one of the cast mem
bers walked him through the dressing room. When he 
strutted past me in the hall, I heard two thuds - the shoes 
being released from his coat after having been ''walked" 
200 yards. Not too many breeds could accomplish that 
"feat" (no pun intended). 

You never know where a Puli will show up next. 

Late Addendum: Sadly, there will be no more theatrical 
experiences for "Bumper" as he passed away in March. 
Life goes on and Ch Moonshadow's Call my Bluff -
"Spike" - will be making this theatrical debut. A younger 
but full brother to "Bumper," his debut will be an emotional 
time for me. This perfonnance will be in memory of 
'Bumper." I think he would like that. 
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"A life is not important except in the impact is has on other lives." 
-Jackie Robinson 

"They give so much to our lives and seems they are here for such a short time and some shorter than others. 
Often we don't know why a gentle, loving friend who has only provided us with love, happiness and comfort 
can leave so soon. It just seems so unfair. I do hope that you will remember all the good times and how much 
happiness he brought into your life." 

..... ... ...... ... ... Patti (Pu/ik) 

"I never knew the Puli breed until I met Bumper, what a sweetheart! I looked forward to seeing him at the 
shows. What a loving and comical boy!" 

.... ... .... .. . ... . ..... ..... Diane (She/ties) 

"It was like being a celebrity while holding his lead at shows. Everyone came to see Bumper. Some didn't 
know what he was! So many fun times! I thank you for sharing a part of him with us." 

... .. . .......... .... .. .. . Susan (Bloodhounds) 

"We feel so privileged to have been able to observe the life and times of Bumper .. .from his puppy hood at 
matches right on through to his veteran competition at the point shows . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stan, Bonnie, Sherry and Jeff 
(Belgian sheepdogs) 

"He brought joy into so many lives in so many venues-dog shows, hospitals, breed seminars, photo shoots , 
theatre, etc." 

..... .. ... ........... .. . .. ....... Barbe (Pulik) 

"He was an ambassador for the breed." 
.... ... ..... .. .. . Kathy (Cardigan Corgis) 

"May you cherish all the memories that he gave all of us." 
..... . ...... . Gloria (Bearded Collies) 

"It's never easy to lose a special dog who brought so much joy to your life. He left pawprints on your heart. 
Hope you can overcome the sadness and remember the good and happy times he brought to many lives . 

. . . . . ... Lucille (Bouviers) 

"Bumper was quite the gentleman. He enriched many lives." 
.... . .. . Maria (Pulik) 

"Bumper's passing is a huge loss." 
....... ... Karen, Ann and Mark (Akitas) 

"He will be missed." 
.. ... .. .. . Jessica (Bouviers) 

"He was such a sweet boy-one to be proud of to take anywhere." 
.... ... ... . Betty (Pulik) 

"He was loved by many." 
... ... ... .... .. . Florence (Cocker Spaniels) 

"Remember all the fun and good times you had with all the dogs together." 
..... . ...... Joyce and Harry (Labs) 



"We'll miss Bumper, he brought joy and steadfast affection ." 
............... ... .... Dave and Paige (Labs) 

"We know how much you loved him. We can't believe he passed away so young. He was a true friend to you 
and a great buddy to all of your canine family. I'm sure the rest of the corded crew will miss him . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . Janie and Bob (Hamsters) 

"Bumper" was one of those once-in-a-lifetime dogs. I am so glad that he picked me to be his human mommy. 
I am also fortunate that I was given ample opportunity in a variety of ways to share him with others. There will 
always be Pulik in my life, but there will only be one Bumper. Words cannot express my absolute gratitude to 
Barbara Pessina, my dear friend and gracious mentor, for giving me the priceless privilege to love this dear 
boy . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Rhonda-Lynn DiMatteo 

CH. MOONSHADOW BUMP IN THE NIGHT 
"Bumper'' 

May 2, 1995-March 18, 2003 

Sire: CH Pebbletree's Kis Kope 
Dam: Fuzzy Fann Tina Turner 
Breeders: Barbara Pessina & Steve and Alice Lawrence 
Owned, Handled and adored by Rhonda-Lynn Di atteo 



CH OTCH BARTOK'S MAGYAR CSARDAS, HT; 
"Pepper" finished her Obedience Trial Championship un
der Mary Ann Tidwell on 26 July 2003 at the Henderson
ville KC show with a score of 199.5 and High in Trial. She 
is such an amazing little gir1 and such a thrill each time we 
go in the ring. 

Sire: CH Bowmaker Wild Child 
Dam: OTCH Bartok's Miraculous Mandarian, UDX 
Breeder/Owner: Nancy C. Kelly 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

CH Prydain Kodiak CD, OA, OAJ, CGC, TDIA; Bounce 
finished his OAJ at the Cleveland All-Breed Training Club 
agility trial on July 13, 2003. He had 1st place with all 3 of 
his legs in Open Jumpers. He has since completed 3 ex
tra legs, all with 1st place. 

Sire: CH Prydain Luca CDX 
Dam: CH Prydain Obsession 
Breeders: Ruth Boatright & Barbara Edwards 
Owner/Handler: Jodell Grandey 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

CH Prydain Inherit the Wind UD NA NAJ; "Inky" fin
ished his Novice Agility Jumpers title at County Wide 
OTC agility trial on Aug. 9, 2003 with a 1st place & clean 
run. 

Sire CH Prydain Trademark HT 
Dam CH Prydain Windsong 
Breeders Barbara Edwards & Rob Sky 
Owners Lorraine Walraven & Rob Sky 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 



discover & celebrate 

www.PuliDog.com 
your source for Poli information, products, and services on the web! 

Contact us on the web at; ,,ww.pulidog.com or 
Pulidog.com 

415 S. Cltampioo A enue 
Columbus, Ohio 3205 
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tl{laV{ln On earth 
P!Zh; Who tl{lal 

by Suzanne Marcus Fletcher 

Is it that our pets seem to understand the human 
condition better than we do ourselves?While many of us 
can relate to crawling -through the front door after a long 
day feeling fortorn, we sometimes forget that our appalling 
hair days, loveless jobs and billionth disappointing date 
means little to a pet who may not know your boss but 
might know a thing or two about therapy. It's not hard to 
imagine that many in the animal kingdom repeat a daily 
mantra that goes something like: LOVE IS ALL THERE 
IS, hoping we'll get the hint. And we do. Sometimes. 

But the unconditional love and healing we receive 
from our household pets is only part of a larger picture. 
Social workers, doctors, psychologists and hospitals of all 
types are discovering the therapeutic effects animals 
have on people suffering from a variety of emotional, 
psychological and physical problems. The revelation has 
spawned mainstream phrases like "therapy dogs" or 
"animal assisted therapy'' which includes cats, horses, 
dolphins, and other species that work with people. 

San Fernando Valley based Marilyn Bennett and 
Susan Hartzler, are two passionate dog owners who have 
witnessed first-hand the dynamic intuitive bond dogs in 
particular can have with perfect strangers, as 
demonstrated by the untold benefits their therapy dogs 
have provided for abused children, and those suffering 
from serious and tenninal illnesses ... 

" ... The first time I went to county hospital," said Bennett, 
"a little girl with a mask on her face was sitting in a 
wheelchair. She was completely bald, and you could see 
her smiling through the mask as she held one of my dog's 
leashes. She looked so happy. Her mother told the 
Hospital Director how much it meant to see her child 
looking happy after the dog visited during her last days. 
The girt died a few days later." Bennett reflected that what 
"hooked" her into the TOI program, was seeing the girt's 
joyous smile while her dog visited. And it doesn't stop 
there. Bennett taught her dog to pull a red wagon 
overflowing with presents to the beds of County's many 
critically ill, disadvantaged children to insure they have a 
gift to open on the holidays. "The dogs are always happy 
to see the kids and offer unconditional love," said Bennett. 

Hartzler, who has her own PR finn, didn't know what 
she was getting into when she rescued a highly 
intelligent, rascally Pull (Hungarian Sheepdog) in Sept 
1999, whom she aptly named Baldwin. 'When I got 
Baldwin, I knew he'd be a good therapy dog and I was 
always interested in the program." After meeting Bennett 
at a dog agility class, Hartzler's instincts were confinned. 
'When Marilyn met Baldwin, she said he'd be a great 
therapy dog, so I knew I was on the right track." That was 
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two years ago. Since then, Baldwin has become a 
celebrity for the kids at Children of the Night, an 
internationally recognized won offering a rare of key 
support services to sexually abused children. 'When we 
go to Children of the Night, Baldwin starts crying to get 
out of the car and nins to the kids who nicknamed 
Baldwin Puff Daddy after the rapper. He just loves it, its a 
rewarding activity for him," said Hartzler. 

The sentiment is apparently mutual. "My favorite is 
Baldwin"' said Sherry (not her real name) who is now in 
the Children of the Night program. "I've never seen doffs 
dike Baldwin! that are trained like this and are actually 
good to people and show love. Most of the dogs 1 've 
seen are living on the streets and they don't know how to 
show love." What does Sherry enjoy most? ''You can hug 
the dogs and they won't tell you to get away, and they're 
fun to hang around with. We always want to start early 
and spend as much time with the [therapy) dogs as we 
can." Wrth the wisdom of a child who has witnessed the 
sorrier side of human nature, Sherry says, "Give dogs a 
chance, and they will show you how much fun they can 
actually be." As to what types of dogs are especially 
suited to animal assisted therapy, Bennett offers, "Any 
breed could be good for this; it's the temperament of the 
dog that's important. And it's also the person [owner] who 
is dealing with the dog. (Canine] therapy is growing 
tremendously." 

So perhaps the next time you walk in the door and 
see little Fee-Fee or Fido staring up at you, take a second 
look. As well as being the best companion this side of 
paradise, your pet may be a healer in the making. 

For information on the Therapy Dogs lntemational Inc. 
program or its cert;f,cation process, call: 973-252-9800 or 
contact Mari/yri Bennett at Paramount Properties, Encino 
818-990-0454 ext. 228. 



TtlE JUDGE'S RESPONSE 
Helen Gleason 

Could you give a brief one or two sentence descrip
tion of what you consider to be the essence of the 
Puli? 

The Puli as a Herding dog must be sound in tempera
ment, sound in structure, move fluently on a loose lead 
and be able to cover ground very effortlessly. 

How do the Pulik you currently see in the ring com
pare to the standard? 

I just placed a Puli 4th in one of the strongest Groups I 
have ever judged and I believe she epitomizes the stan
dard as I interpret it. 

What strengths and/or weaknesses are predominant 
in the Pulik you have judged recently? 

Unfortunately I have not been privileged to judge a large 
number of Pulik but those that I have seen have been 
quite nice. 

What changes, good or bad, have you noted in the 
breed in the time you've been judging the breed. 

See above. 

Would you comment on the overall temperament of 
Pulik currently being shown? 

No reply. 

Do you see much variety in sizes, coats and colors in 
your judging assignments? 

No reply. 

Do you enjoy receiving breed/all breed publications 
or are you overwhelmed with them and scarcely have 
time to read them? 

I enjoy reading breed publications and notices from the 
Breed clubs and read every one of them. I believe it is up 
to the Breed clubs to continually update judges as to what 
they feel are particular areas that need attention. 

Do you feel the Pulik being presented in the ring are 
being properly presented, gaited and/or conditioned? 
Do you have any suggestions regarding those ar
eas? 

No reply. 

Have you attended any judges' education seminars 
on any of the breeds you judge and have they been of 
value to you? Tips for improvement? 

I have attended 2 seminars given by Puli breeders I be
lieve one of the gals was from my old stomping grounds 
Louisville Ky. 

Do you have a pet peeve in the showring? (i.e., bait
ing, handler eccentricities, presentation .... ) 

Having been an AKC licensed all breed handler prior to 
obtaining my judges license I am very aware to the tricks 
of the trade. 

Would you give us a brief resume of yourself? 

I started out in Obedience and put a UDT on my first Ger
man Shepherd Dog. I stopped exhibiting in conformation 
after I got my judges license. I have recently been given 
the entire Herding Group. I do have one German Shefr 
herd Dog and actively train him in all areas Herding, AKC 
Obedience {he has a CDX) Schutzhund Oust obtained his 
SchH3), Agility (his is currently NAJ and OA). I truly know 
and appreciate a sound-working animal. 

Keep up the good work in your breed. I know you folks 
have a very highly versatile and intelligent animal to work 
with. 

At least a semi annual notice to all judges who are li
censed to judge Pulik should be sent out I believe -a 
State of the Breed so to speak. Believe me we will listen. 
If you see problems cropping up that need to be ad
dressed let us know. 
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A Boy, a Dog and a Caring heart 
Barbara Yost 

The Arizona Republic 

Photograph by Russell Gates 

The boy, 14-year-old Jeff Luttrell, a nine-year veteran of 
grueling medical treatments, designed a project for his 
Pueblo Middle School Science Fair: testing how he could 
alleviate discomfort for other kids. 

He chose a dog, 4-year-old Marley, to help him. 

The Tempe eighth-grader's experiment determined 
whether playing with a dog could relieve pain and reduce 
anxiety in patients undergoing cancer treatment at Phoe
nix Children's Hospital. He called his project "Do Dogs 
Make a Difference?" 

After finishing first in the Feb. 21 Science Fair, Jeff takes 
his project to the Central Arizona Regional Science and 
Engineering Fair on Monday at Arizona State University. 

"I wanted to do something medical 'cause I knew a lot 
about it, and I wanted to do something with pets because 
I love animals," says Jeff, a leukemia survivor who's been 
in and out of hospitals since kindergarten. "I wanted this 
experiment to be useful." 

Jeff knew how useful it could be. While he was a patient 
at the old Phoenix Children's Hospital when it was housed 
at Good Samaritan Regional Medical Center he be
friended Thumper, a therapy rabbit. Cuddling the bunny 
would comfort the boy. "It really distracted me from all the 
bad stuff that was going on," he says. 

Jeff and his mother, Patti Luttrell, put together a proposal 
for a ~ne-day experiment and brought it to Kelly Grogan, 
the children's hospital's manager of clinical research. 
Grogan was impressed with the proposal. 

"I thought it was original and well-written," she says. 
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A hospital committee reviewed and approved the study. 
Once attorneys and human-resource officials also en
dorsed the project, Jeff was off in search of a dog. 

He found an amiable puli, a Hungarian sheep dog that 
looks like a black mop, his body hung with hundreds of 
dark dreadlocks. Push back the locks covering Marley's 
face, and you find two shiny black eyes and a grin. 

"He's an awesome dog," Jeff says. "He's an odd-looking, 
cool dog." 

Marley is certified by Therapy Dogs International, says 
owner Cynde Leshin. She and Marley have been volun
teering at the new Phoenix Children's Hospital since it 
opened in June. 

Children are drawn to Marley, Leshin says, who adds, "He 
loves it." 

On Feb. 10, Jeff and Marley went to work. Each patient in 
the study was given a subject number and randomly as
signed pet-therapy status: "ND" for no dog and "D" for a 
visit with Marley. 

As patients finished their procedures, including chemo
therapy, injections and other needle sticks, "NDs" were 
taken to a room where a registered nurse took vitals signs 
(pulse and blood pressure), assessed pain level and 
measured "distraction level" - a high one meant the child's 
mind was not focused on discomfort. 

Four minutes later, measurements were taken again. 

"D" patients similarly were assessed immediately after 
treatment and then taken to a room where Marley was 
waiting. After playing with the dog for four minutes, their 
vital signs, pain level and distraction levels were meas
ured a second time. 

At day's end, Jeff and Grogan tallied the statistics and 
found positive results. "I proved that dogs do make a dif
ference, that children after a painful procedure will experi
ence less pain and anxiety with a dog," Jeff says. 

Even before the results were in, he observed changes. "I 
could see the people that went to the dog were a lot more 
happier, more upbeat, more energetic," he says. "They 
looked like they were having fun." 

Jeffs results are not surprising to medical professionals. 
Maryellen Elcock, who has a doctorate in epidemiology 
and is vice president of programs for the Delta Society, a 
Se~ttle-~ased pet therapy and animal assistance organi
zation, cites research beginning in the 1980s that shows 
the health benefits of animal contact. 

Among those benefits, she says, are lower blood pres
sure, reduced cholesterol levels and better outcomes for 
heart-attack victims. 



Although the research is only 20 years old, "the under
standing of human relationships (with animals), that bond, 
goes well back," she says. "More and more, we're seeing 
studies that quantify the effects that, quite honestly, are 
almost mystical." 

Once Jeffs data were collected, Grogan helped him pre
pare a Science Fair display that included three panels ex
plaining the boy's proposal, detailing his study and report
ing the results. 

The project finished first place among 160 entrants; the 
45 judges included retired science teachers and repre
sentatives from such companies as Intel and Honeywell. 

Jeff, a soft-spoken boy whose cancer is in remission, 
says, "I thought I might get something, but I didn't think I'd 
get first place." 

This isn't the first time one of Jeff's ideas has found suc
cess. In 2000, the Make-a-Wish Foundation granted his 
wish to design and market a toy action figure named Ra
zor, a nuclear-charged half man, half eagle with a ferret 
sidekick named Gizmo. A small Ohio-based toy company 
invited Jeff to visit its factory, work with its artists and 
watch as Razor and Gizmo came to "life." That April, Kay
Bee toy stores began selling a collector's edition of the 
superhero. 

Jeff's science teacher, Kimberly Perkins, who has men
tored Science Fair winners, says Jeff needed little help 
from her on his dog-therapy experiment. 

"Jeff is determined," she says. "He does not let his illness 
stand in his way. He has a heart for other kids who have 
gone through what he has. He put his heart into this pro
ject." 

Grogan says of Jeff's work: "It was the most rewarding 
experience as a researcher I've ever had. He's the most 
remarkable kid." 

In fact, she says, his project inspired plans by the hospital 
to pursue a grant from the Nina Pulliam Foundation to im
plement a dog-therapy program on a formal basis. The 
hospital learned Monday that it had received the $60,000 
grant. 

Said Jeff of his success, "It's pretty cool. I wouldn't have 
guessed it would have turned into this, but I'm glad it did." 

Many thanks to Cynde Leshin who not only shared this 
article with PN, but writes: I have the signed permission 
from both parents which I had to obtain before AZ Repub
lic would let me move forward with reprint of photo or 
even permission to use article. I then worked with the AZ 
Republic reprint department and asked specifically to re
print in the Puli News and Therapy Dog International. 

··-·••1••-···-·· • II II I 

New AKC Obedience Titles 

BO Bed dog 

• Waits to be invited on the bed. 
• Able to get on bed by self. 
• Snuggles next to you when you are alone in bed. 
• Remembers not to scratch in bed. 
• Knows not to eliminate in bed. 

BOX Bed dog excellent 

• All the above plus 
• Able to get up on bed between two sleeping adults 

and finds a 
• comfortable place without disturbing people .. 
• Jumps off bed without waking anyone up. 
• Does not leap off bed barking if a cat walks through 

the room. 

UBO Utility bed dog 

• All of the above plus 
• Able to get up on bed with a person and at least one 

other dog, and 
• find a good space without awakening person. 
• Has learned not to let gas while in bed. 
• Does not leap off bed barking even if other dogs in 

household start 
• barking. 

UBOX Utility bed dog excellent 

• All of the above plus 
• Wipes feet before getting on bed. 
• Gets on bed with another dog and two cats and a 

person without 
• disturbing person. 
• Rearranges cats to get closer to person. 
• Blames cat if lets gas in bed. 
• Does not leave bed until person is ready to get up in 

the morning. 

•My advice is to learn all Im tricks 
you can while you're young.• 19 



Best friend 
as best man 

Thanks to Maria Polito for sharing this 
newspaper clipping found in the New 
York Post; The article by Julia Szabo 
recounts the wedding of New Zea
lander, Joanne Gibbs and D.J. Kil
martin, Ill and the inclusion of their 
dogs in the wedding party. To illus
trate the trend, more examples of 
dogs-as-grooms/bridesmaids are 
given; Included is this photograph 
(see left) of Gavin Rossdale and his 
Puli, Windston, at his wedding to 
rocker, Gwen Stefani. 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Joanne Gibbs 

began planning her 
edding to D.J. Kil

martin m, there was no 
question who her ring 
bearers would be.. 

Gibbs chose hit beat 
friends: two tmy Maltese 
dORS named Lexie and 
Hudson. 

At yesterday after
noon's black-tie cere
mony at the Greenwich 
Yacht Club, the im~
bly groomed dogs' white 
coats perfectly marched 
Gibbs' lacy Michelle 
Rodlp>Wn. 

The dogs wore fancy 
hit-and-hen ~. 
in light blue aJ)4.•. pale 
pink; a festive sprinkling 
of Austrian crystals 

- and her dogs' har
nesses. 

Tied to each harness 
was a small pouch made 
of celadoo green silk. to 
match the maid of hon
or's dress. 

The pouches contained 
the couele's white-gold 
wedding bands. 

ce~::!':;:, !:Ut ~ 
tor ~ve the cue, the 
bridt> s brother wnJked 
the dogs down the aisle, 
so the rings could be re• 
trieved ana exchan~d. 

"My ~ are a big part 
of my life," says Gibtis, a 
native New Zealander. 
"They've been my only 
family in New York!" 

And Gibbs certainly 
isn't aJone in her canine• 
indusive wedding plans 
- in June, act,<tt Adam 
Sandler married his Ion~ .. 
time girlfriend, JM.:kie Ti
tone - and dres~d his 
bt.'loved bulldog, Meat
ball, in a tux and yar• 
mulke for the occas.ion. 

When rockers Gwen 
Stefani and Gavin Ros-
dale tied the knot last 

September in London. 
their wedding party in· 
eluded their do, Win
ston - a Hunga,nan Pull 

Those of you who use Ka
opectate to control diarrhea, 
especially in cats, need to be 
aware of the recent formula 
change. 

Due to concerns regarding lead 
levels in the old formulation the 
manufacturer of Kaopectate 
have changed the active ingre
dient to bismuth subsalicylate. 

Salicylates (e.g. aspirin, pepto 
bismol and now kaopectate) 
should only be administered to 
cats under veterinary supervi
sion. Some dogs are also sen
sitive to salicylates. It is no 
longer safe to use Kaopectate 
for dogs or for cats at home. 

When he married Gwen Stefani, Gavin Rondate had their 
fluntltlll'I Pulf. Wlnstoft, bybfs side, JeMder Wei.stml From Veterinary medicine Bul

letin #4544.1 
- who wore a festive 
garland of roses around 
his neck for the occasion. 

To add a poignant, per
sonal touch to important 
occasion.,;, more and 
more animal lovers arc 
including their pets. 

"When my younger sou 
was Jl»lrried, he de
manded that his dog be 
there," recalled Dr. Ar
thur C.iliandro, senior 
minister at Manhattan's 
Marble Collegiate 
Church. 

''The dog was huge, 
half-shepherd and half
Great Dane - and he be
haved himself very well!'' 

"I think that more ptro· 
pie are hanging loose," 
he added. 

"Many areas in our cul-

ture are opening up. and 
we're all beginning to be 
le. s uptight." 

Keep Fastrack Canine Gel in the fridge for 

FYI every little thing that might upset your dog's intes
tinal system. It will not only replace the good 
bacteria in the dog's intestinal system (something 
natural yogurt will do as well ,) but it also helps 

calm the tummy down a bit. Fastrack is also an appetite enhan
cer for finicky eaters and increases energy levels for dogs that 
aren't bouncing off the walls. Found at KV Vet Supply (you can 
find them on the Internet), prices run $10.99 for a 20 cc tube of 
Gel, Powder is $18.95 for 300 g. Dogs like the gel better and 
will lick it right off your fingers. 

ALWAYS CHECK WITH YOUR VET BEFORE GIVING YOUR 
DOG ANY SUPPLEMENT. 
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**************************************************************************************************************** 
* * i SPECIAL STARS i 
* * * * * * * * * * : OTCH Bartok's Miraculous Mandarin UDX : 
! Owned by Nancy C. Kelly ! 
* * * * * * ! 1st Utility B Cahaba Valley KC. j .H. Gladstein 04/27/03 ! 
! 1st Utility B Oakridge KC j G. Kinion 05/25/03 ! 
! 2nd Utility B Five Flags OTC j. C. Mett 05/31/03 ! 
! 2nd Utility B Savannah OTC j. P. Rustad 07/13/03 ! 
* * * * * * ! CH OTCH Bartok's Magyar Csardas HT ! 
! Owned by Nancy C. Kelly ! 
* * * * * * * * : 3rd Open B Montgomery KC j .J. Ham 04/26/03 : 
: 1 St Utility B Montgomery KC j.K. Delaney 04/26/03 : 
! High Combined ! 
! 1st Open B Five Flags OTC j.J. Mett 05/31/03 ! 
! High in Trial ! 
! 2"d Utility B Five Flag j.J.Mett 06/1/03 ! 
! 2"d Open B Clemson KC j . C Mett 06/22/03 ! 
! 2"d Open B Savannah OTC j . C. Rustad 07/13/03 ! 
* * : 1St Open B Hendersonville KC j . MA Tidwell 07/26/03 : 
! High in Trial ! 
! 3Fd Open B Greenville KC j . N. Pollock 07/27/03 ! 
! 4t" Utility B Greenville KC j . B. Roland 07/27/03 ! 
! High Combined ! 
* * * * * * ! VP Ch. BELROB KERESKEDO ROVER CD, NA ! 
* * : Owners Joe Merchant, Bruce Ames, Jim Belanger, Mike Connery : 
* * * * ! Gr. 2 Warren Co. KC j . G. Caliendo 06/26/03 ! 
* * ! Gr. 3 Dan Emmett KC j . H. Clark 07/25/03 ! 
! Gr. 1 Marion OH KC j . A. Cuneo 07/27/03 ! 
*G * : r. 4 Sturgis KC j . M. Mickelson 08/02/03 : 
: Gr. 4 Jaxson KC j . Dr. L Reasin 08/03/03 : 
! Gr. 2 Western Reserve KC j . T. Squicciarini 08/24/03 ! 
! Gr 1 St Clair KC j . A. Cuneo 09/14/03 ! 
* * * * * * ! Ch. Prydain Kodiak CD, OA, OAJ ! 
! Owned by Jodell Grandey : 
* * * * * * : Gr. 4 Mahoning-Shenango KC j. J. Cole 08/03/03 * 
* * * * * : : Windkist Beguling : 
! Owners Zach and Deb Stadelman & Ann and Glynnis Tober : 
* * * * * * : Gr. 3 Hutchinson KC j. D Booxbaum 09/12/03 * 
* * * * * * ! Ch WOOLRIDER JETT BETYAR ! 
! Owned by Nancy Guagenti : 
* * * * * * : Gr. 4 Clermont Co Kennel Club j .. Linda Robey 09/6/03 : 
! Gr. 3 Michiana KC j . Mrs. R S Forsyth 06/21/03 ! 
! Gr. 2 Evansville KC j.E.K Gammill 08/23/03 ! 
: Gr. 4 Owensboro KC j . . C. Tericone 08/24/03 ! 
! Gr. 4 Northern KY KC j . Eric Ringle 09/29/03 ! 
! Gr. 2 Ann Arbor KC j . Dr. AP Bianchi 07/5//03 ! 
* * *************************************************-************************************************************ 
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THE BREEDER 
By Peggy Adamson 

(Text of a speech given before the Annual 
Symposium of the National Dog Owner's and 
Handler's Association in February, 1969, and 
published in their newsletter.) 

The Breeder is the mainspring of the dog world. Without 
the Breeder, there would be no dogs. Without the dogs, 
there would be no American Kennel Club, no shows, no 
judges, no handlers, no trainers, no dog food companies, 
no dog publications. 

Despite their importance, the Breeders represent a very 
small segment of the dog world, which in tum creates the 
dog business. Furthermore, they are the ones who 
seldom if ever make a profit, even in the most popular 
breeds; and since they cannot make a livelihood from 
their breeding activities, they must be able to rely on 
some other source of income. 

In our materialistic society, where success is so often 
measured in terms of money, the Breeder is a figure 
alone. If he used the same energy, time and money in 
other channels, even in the dog world itself, he could 
make himself a substantial income. 

Why, then. do people ever become Breeders? 
A Breeder has in his mind a perfect dog which he some 
day hopes to create. He presses on to breed. his ideal 
dog, unfettered by desires to be a conformist, or to 
pander to the buying public. Like the artist or sculptor, he 
is activated by a creative inner drive which is totally 
unaffected by considerations of what will sell, or what 
won't. Unlike the sculptor, however, he is working with 
living flesh, and he is constantly fighting time. He can 
never put his work away and come back to it later. The 
raw material on which he labors is constantly 
changing - sometimes for the better, sometimes _tor t~e 
worse, sometimes as a result of his efforts, sometimes in 
spite of them. Nature and Time are his greatest 
adversaries, yet when he least expects it, they may prove 
to be his greatest allies. The sculptor can use the chisel to 
chip away his mistakes, but it may take years for the 
Breeder to even see where he has made a mistake - a 
mistake, which in some cases can never be remedied. 

True Breeders speak the same language, whatever their 
breed. Without the slightest previous communication, they 
discover that they think the same way, they have the 
same ideals and goals and standards of behavior, and the 
same awareness of responsibility. Like the Beautiful 
People in the social world, they immediately recognize 
each other -- not because they know each other's names, 
or who they are, but because as kindred spirits they 
realize what they are. 

Just who, and what IS a Breeder? Technically, anyone 
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who owns or leases a bitch and produces a litter out of 
her is a breeder of dogs. It is of no matter what 
considerations were involved in the choice of a mate or 
what the puppies were like, or how they were disposed 
of - perhaps to the nearest pet shop. This perso~ has 
bred a litter, the minimum requirement to becorrnn~ a 
Breeder. He is now on the lowest rung of the breeding 
ladder. How far upward he goes will depend on many 
factors some of which are under his control, and some of 
which ~re matters of luck. Some people paint all their 
lives but never become real artists; some people raise 
hundreds of litters of puppies, but never become true 
Breeders. 

Let us consider how people buy their first pure-bred dog. 
It usually comes about in one of two ways. In the first 
case, the person passes a pet shop with a litter of 
puppies frolicking in the window, lingers to watch, and 
impulsively decides to buy one of them. Presto! He has 
now become a dogowner. In the second case, a ~r:5°n 
sees a dog on the streets, in the movies, or on telev1S1_on, 
likes its looks,.and makes up his mind to have one Just 
like it. How does he go about it? 

He picks up the newspaper, sees a litter advertised, goes 
to look at it, and comes home with a puppy. Few people 
in either group have ever seen a dog magazine or been to 
a dog show. They want to buy a dog (and I say this in 
quotes) "with papers" although they have ~:mly the 
foggiest idea just what they mean. The d~s which t~se 
people buy are like children who grow up with no family. 

A much smaller proportion of pure-bred dogs are bought 
as a result of advertising in dog magazines and other 
trade publications. These are the dogs which form the 
bulk of our dog shows. For the most part, they are bought 
from Breeders. They are not usually the result of impulse 
buying, but of considerable searching, looking, and even 
waiting: Many of these dogs are the second pure-bred 
dog for the owner, the first having come from one of the 
two groups first mentioned. 

How does a dog-buyer move from the first or second 
group to the third? Some never do. But if, by sheer 
luck - and it often is just that - the buyer gets a 
reasonably good breed specimen, he may beco~e 
interested in the breed and want to find out more about 1t. 
He may then attend a dog show, read books and 
magazines, seek out training dasses and dog cl~bs, and 
by his own efforts become what the cognoscenti regard 
as a "Dog Person". But he has to do this aJI on his dwn. 

Had he bought his dog from a real Breeder, everything 
would have been much easier for him. Just what does he 
get from the Breeder - or let us say, what can he expect? 

~m~~~ . 
First, and above all else, he gets a pride of ownership, ~ot 
only in a breed but in a family. The pedigree he gets wi~h 
his dog will mean something to him - t~e real_ Breed~r will 
see to that. It will come alive to him -- 1f not 1mmed1ately, 
certainly eventually! There is a magic in a name which 



stands for something, and it will rub off on all who possess 
it. We see this in the case of our great families in the social 
and political world, the Rockefellers and Roosevelts, the 
Astors and the Kennedys. In the dog world, we find it in 
illustrious kennel names. These names do not become 
illustrious overnight, nor are they illustrious merely because 
they become familiar to people through aggressive 
advertising. A name which is synonymous with quality in 
the mind of the public is that of the great store, ''Tiffany's." 
How long would it retain this aura if we began to hear 
television commercials shouting its prestige, or urging 
"Rush to' Tiffany's this weekend for the greatest sale of the 
year''? -Thus, because a name is known to the public is no 
assurance that it is a great name. Only years of high 
standards and good taste will create a name that is an 
asset to a human being, to a product, or to a dog. 

The influence of the real Breeder is far-reaching. He invests 
the people who buy his dogs with the desire to become 
Breeders themselves and an appreciation of all this entails. 
From him, they learn a philosophy of showing, a code of 
ethics in sportsmanship. They learn how to train their dogs, 
or where they can have them trained, how to handle their 
dogs, where and when and whether to show them. The 
Breeder encourages them to go to training and handling 
classes, read books and dog magazines, advises them how 
to breed their bitches, raise their litters. take care of their 
old dogs. He answers innumerable questions and gives out 
emergency advice when they can't get a veterinarian. All 
this, a good Breeder attempts to do. Unfortunately, as the 
years go on, he realizes that he has created a 
Frankenstein, which grows constantly bigger and threatens 
to devour him. For this reason, all Breeders eventually 
reach the point where the more conscientious they are in 
recognizing the demands on them, the more difficult they 
find it is to take care of all of them. 

The Breeder is like the head of a family. 

He gives those who buy his dogs a sense of "belonging." 
This is of the utmost importance to people with their first-or 
second dog. They develop an interest in the dog's 
ancestors, about which the Breeder can give them a wealth 
of information, and in the dog's relatives. Thus is built up a 
great family pride - in their own dogs, and in all the other 
dogs who carry the same kennel name. They learn from the 
Breeder more about their breed and what constitutes a 
good specimen of it than they could ever find out from any 

book. The Breeder, in a good many cases, is also a 
specialist judge. That is to say, he is an authority on his 
own breed and can be expected to know more about it 
than any judge who is not. a specialist. He teaches those 
to whom he sells dogs to evaluate their own dogs, many. 
times.encouraging and training these people so that some 
day they may be able to become judges themselves. 

The real Breeder disciplines himself not to expect 
gratitude or appreciation for his services - which is well , 
because those who benefit most will rarely give public 
recognition to the fact. The real Breeder does what he 
does because of what he is. He cannot do otherwise. 

Breeders have a great deal to say about their Breed 
Standard. They give generously of their time -to the 
national breed organization, and it is through a consensus 
of the Breeders that the Standard is arrived at, or 
changed. 

The Breeders are the aristocracy of the dog world. If there 
is a caste system, they are at the'very top. Each Breeder 
has a great sense of his own worth. Individually, that is. 
He is proud to be what he is and what he stands for. 
However, he rarely thinks of his worth collectively with 
other Breeders. That is because Breeders are 
independent and individualistic. Therein lies their 
strength - and also their weakness. It is why their 
importance as a group is constantly overlooked in the 
heirarchy of the dog world. There are many more women 
Breeders than men Breeders, yet the American Kennel 
Club, which could not exist without Breeders, allows no 
women to be a part of its governing body. Even an 
all-woman club which is a member club of the AKC must 
be represented by a man. Obviously, this discrimination 
on the basis of sex is a matter which the advocates of 
equal rights for women have not as yet taken notice of! 

The great advances made by any breed - and I am not 
here referring to registration increases - have all been 
brought about by the Breeders. In distinguishing between 
the Breeders in the best sense of the word and those who 
fall far short of it, I shall refer to these people as "The 
Breeders: and the "Puppy Raisers." 

Part II fol/lows in the next issue. Thanls to Barb Edwards 
for sharing this with PN. 

OHNO
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Dog a holies 

Good Evening-I would like to welcome all of you to this month's meeting of Dogaholics Anonymous. I have some ques
tions to ask. If you can answ~r YES to more than three of the following, you have come to the right place: 

• Can you say "Bitch" in public without blushing? 
• Do you drive a station wagon, van or 4x4 when everyone else drives a real car? 
• Do you have more than one car? One for you and one for the dogs? 
• Do you spend your vacations and holidays going to shows, specialties and seminars when everyone else goes on a 

cruise? 
• If you do go overseas, is it to London in March to attend Crufts? 
• Do you discuss things at the dinner table that would make most doctors leave in disgust? 
• Do you consider formal wear to be clean jeans and freshly washed tennis shoes? 
• Is your interior decorator RC. Steele? 
• Was your furniture and carpeting chosen to match your dogs? 
• Are your end tables really dog crates with tablecloths thrown over them? 
• Do you know the meaning of CD, CDX, UD, OTCH, CGC, HIC, WC, JH, MH, NA, OA, AX, MX, NAJ, OAJ, AXJ, 

MXJ, MACH and CH? 
• Is your mail made up primarily of dog catalogs, dog magazines and premium lists? 
• Do you get up before dawn to go to Training Classes? Dog Shows? Seminars? 
• If you do have dresses, do they all have pockets? 
• Do those pockets often contain freeze dried liver, Rollover or squeaky toys? 
• When you meet a new person do you always ask them what kind of dog they have and pity them if they don't have 

one? 
• Do you remember the name of their dog sooner than you remember their name? 
• Do you find non dog people boring? 
• Do you subscribe to an internet dog mailing list????? 

If you answered YES to one of the above, there is still hope. If you answered YES to two, you are in serious trouble. If 
you answered YES to three or more, you have come to the right place. 

The little tiny portion of brain 
left to remember that the 
deadine for the next issue of 
PN is 11/15/03------__.., 

That which fails to detect sweet
heart's new $150/ounce after
shave/perfume but can determine 
that a dog has had an accident in 
the house within the last 24 hours. 

The ears that can't hear di~ t . 
tions being given by spouse while 
driving out of town, but can pick 
out what a judge is saying about 
a competitor's dog. three rings 
over. 

That which allows an exhibitor to see 
how a competitor is trimming her 
dog directly behind her.------
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Portion of the head which causes one to say, "Off 
the top of my head, I DON'T know why I missed 

- ~dline ... 

~ of the brain which 
forgets newsletter deadlines 
but remembers the closing 
dates of six different shows. 

The one eye exhibitors keep on 
dog show judges at all.times; the 
remaining eye is quite faulty as it 
never sees the deadline of PN. 

Only muscle of the face which 
can beam in delight over a 4pt. 
major, grimace over losing the 
breed when being the only en
try, and plant tongue in cheek 
when swearing to contribute 
omething to Puli News NEXT 

ti 
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PULi NEWS CHARGES 
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Breeder's Directory: $40/year 
(unlimited litter announcements) 
1,/ttW Annogcemems: $40 one 
time listing if not a Breeder's Direc
tory Subscriber. 
New Title fhotoaraphs: s10 each .. 
Please lnclcate nane d dog on 
check. 
PCA Suppo,tid Enw wm,: $5 per 
photograph. Please: label photo. 
Back Issues: $3/each if available 
PULi NEWS SUBSCRIPTIONS: 
USA ex Canada: $18/year (U.S. 
funds only). Foreign Subscriptions 
(via air mail): $24/year. 
Information fcx Breeders Listings, 
litter announcements, new titles, 
supported entry wins and back Issue 
requests should be directed to PN 
Editor (see return address on cover). 
New subscriptionslrenewals shollld 
be sent with a check (in US funds) 
made out to "Puti News· to: .p, 
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27397 WCR 58 1/2 
Greeley, CO 80631 
mwitwer@fril.com 

PULi NEWS SERVICES FREE OF 
CHARGE TO PCA MEMBERS: 

Announcements of newly . earned 
AKC titles (no photograph). 
Announcements d recently earned 
group placements, obedience/ 
herding ex agility trail plac:ementJ in 
the "Special Stars• column; Best in 
Show ex High in Trial winning Pufik 
belonging to PCA n,emt,ers. 
Winners cl PCA Regional & National 
Specialties (not including , futurity 
winners). 
Top Ten Dogs In Conformation/ 
Obecfience/.A .. Hity Herdi & Versa-~ t ng , 
tility statistics issue published once a 
year. 
Versatile Pulik published once a 
year., 
Pulik placing ex winning Invitational 
Shows, Obedience/Herding or Agility 
Trials which are owned by PCA 
members. 

PLEASE LABEL ALL 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
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THE PULi CLUB OF AMERICA'S GUIDELINES FOR OWNERS/BREEDERS/EXHIBITORS 

The Puli Club of America, Inc. in accordance with the objectives of its Constitution, expects its members to use these 
guidelines in establishing a standard of conduct for themselves as owners, breeders, sellers and exhibitors of Pulik. 

A. A PULi OWNER WILL PROVIDE ALL DOGS WITHIN THEIR KEEPING WITH: 

I -Appropriate food, water, health care and shelter. 
2. Emotional requirements of attention, affection and appropriate training. 

B. A PULi BREEDER WILL: 

1. Be familiar with the Standard of our breed. 
2. 2. Be aware that the purpose of breeding is to maintain or improve the quality of the breed in accordance with the 

standard. 
3. 3. Use all available means such as knowledge of ancestors, OFA (Orthopedic Foundation for Animals) and CERF 

(Canine Eye Registry), to detennine that breeding stock is free of inheritable disease. 
4. 4. Obtain radiologically nonnal OFA evaluation on all breeding stock before breeding. 
5. Use only stock which is itself sound in body and temperament. 
6. Breed only when in a position to property care for the bitch and litter, recognizing that offspring might need housing 

for a considerable length of time. 
7. Not breed a bitch at her first season nor breed her more than 2 out of 3 consecutive heat periods, taking the health 

of the bitch into consideration at all tin-*s. 
8. Enter into all breeding arrangements with written contracts. 
9. Keep accurate and thorough breeding records in full accordance with AKC requirements. 
10. Prevent all breedings that are not carefully planned and provide adequate kenneling to prevent accidental or un

planned coatings. 
11. Insist that a visiting bitch be in the stud owner's care and/or supervision before, through and until completion of es

trus, so that accidental mating to another stud not occur. 
12. Not substitute one stud for another without the knowledge and agreement of all parties. 13. Pay careful attention to 

physical and emotional needs of puppies produced. 

C. PERSON SELLING A PULi WILL: 

1. Maintain a reasonable price within one's locale, which price should also be compatible with national prices. 
2. Intelligently and honestly classify stock as show prospect, breeding prospect or pet. 
3. Not sell stock with AKC papers d it may be a potential detriment to the breed. 
4. Ascertain that the prospective owner has the knowledge, ability and facilities to properly care for a Puli. 
5. Give the buyer an honest appraisal of coat management, physical, mental and nutritional needs peculiar to the 

breed. 
6. Provide a pedigree of at least 3 generations, typed or written legibly. 
7. Supply records to the buyer regarding immunization, feeding and instructions for future care. 
8. Release only puppies which are in good health and guarantee the health of the puppy for a reasonable length o f 

time. 
9. Provide written contractual proof of sale and guarantees. If registration papers are not yet available, a bill of sale, 

giving names and registration numbers of sire and dam and date of birth are required. 
10. Avoid false and misleading advertising. 
11. Not sell or provide stock to pet shops or commercial kennels. 
12. Not donate dogs, puppies or adults, for contests, raffles, or fund raising events. 

D. A PERSON SHOWING A PULi WILL: 

1. Show and encourage the showing of high quality stock. 
2. Exhibit only the most creditable ring deportment and accept the services of only those professional handlers whose 

behavior is exemplary. 
3. Help the novice exhibitor and breeder. Use kind, constructive and honest criticism. 
4. Display good sportsmanship and conduct themselves, whether at home, traveling, at shows, or in hotels, in such a 

manner as to reflect credit upon the Puli Club of America, themselves and the Puli as a breed. 
5. Exhibit dogs that are clean, in good physical condition and under control. 
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BREEDERS INFORMATION PAGE 
All obligations are those created by the buyer and seller; PCA has no obligations to either buyer or seller. 
Please note: A mark next to each kennel name indicates the lister's subscription is up for renewal and that 
this is the last issue in which the listing will appear until payment is made. KEY: P=Breeder offers puppies for 
sale; S=Breeder has male Pulik at stud; A=Kennel visits by appointment only; /=Breeder offers free general 
information. 

BELROB ACRES 10/04 
Jim Belanger and Mike Connery 
3928 Fulton Grove Rd. 
Cincinnati, OH 45245 
513-752-7405 
Belrobacres@msn.com PIS/NI 

BOWMAKER PULIS 2/04 
Sherry Gibson 
5198 Hillsboro Viola Rd. 
Manchester, TN 37355 
931-596-3224 
Sgibson@edge.net 

CHAZAR'S PULIK 12/03 
Earl Gebhardt & Larry Hart 
8639 Jay Court 
Arvada, CO 80003 
303-420-9755 P/S/NI 

HEARTWELL KENNELS 10/04 
Franklin Ford 
415 S. Champion Avenue 
Columbus, OH 43205 
614-378-PULI (7854) 
heartwellkennels@pulidog.com P/ 
S/A/1 

KISALFOLD PULIK 
Jerry Ann & Tom Motter 
13725 Fort St. 
Draper, UT 84020 
801-576-0642 
kisalfoldpulik@msn.com (I) only 

KITRIANA PULIK 2/04 
Anne Kemp Douglas 
2152 Rollingdale Rd. 
Lexington, KY 40513 
859-223-2285 
Kitriana@webtv.net PINI 

• KERESKEDO KENNEL 10/03 
Joe Merchant & Bruce Ames 
14000 Middleburg Plain City Rd 
Plain City, OH 43064-9012 
(614) 873-DOGS P/D/S/NI 

OhioPuli@aol.com 

PEBBLETREE PULIK 
Dee Rummel 
6025 E. Milton Dr. 
Cave Creek, AZ 85331 
480-513-1915 
deerummel@earthlink.net (I) only 

PU LA-BIS LA KENNELS 10/04 
Jim & Penny Johnson 
2427 County Rd. 
Vinemont, AL 35179 
256-739-2371 
Pulav9@aol.com S/P/NI 

• TORDOR PULi 10/03 
Barbara Stelz 
5109 Kathy Way 
Livermore, CA 94550 
925-449-4190 
Tordorpuli@home.com 

WEATHERBY KENNELS 2/04 
Maggie Witwer 
27397 WCR 581/2 
Greeley, CO 80631 
(970)352-4507 P/S/NI 

mwitwer@frii.com 

WOOLRIDER PULIK 4/04 
Andy & Nancy Guagenti 
5874 Springfield Rd. 
Bardstown, KY 40004-8943 
502-331-0571 
ngenti@bardstowncable.net 

Breeders listed here will also be listed on PCA's web site at httpllwww.puliclub.org/pcabreeders.htm. If your kennel has 
a web site, we can provide a link. Just send a note to the Web Page committee at moenmail@yahoo.com. 

·---~· 

•Wbe,, he leiwes, I'm in charge.• 
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S. Eniko Szeremy 
10305 N. Chatfield Place 
Littleton, Colorado 80125 

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED 

IRMA FERTL 
TO: 30403 N. HOLLY OAKS CIR. 

MAGNOLIA TX 77355 

PRSRT STD POST AGE 
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HIGHLANDS RANCH 
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